It is shown that entanglement, which is a quantum correlation property of at least two subsystems, is imprinted in the mode structure of a single photon. The photon, which is emitted by two coupled cavities, carries the information on the concurrence of the two intracavity fields. This can be useful for recording the entanglement dynamics of two cavity fields and for entanglement transfer.
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An atom interacting with a quantized radiation-field mode in a high-Q optical cavity plays an important role in quantum optics, for a review see, e.g., Ref. [1] . The ability to coherently control individual quantum system, and in particular the quantum control of single-photon emission from an atom in a cavity, is a key requirement in various applications of quantum networks for distribution and processing of quantum information [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . Recently, single-photon sources operating on the basis of adiabatic passage with just one atom trapped in a high-Q optical cavity have been realized [7, 8, 9, 10] . In this way, the adjustment of the spatiotemporal profile of singlephoton pulses has been achieved [11, 12] . Moreover, the generation of single photons of known circular polarization emitted into a well-defined spatiotemporal mode has been possible [13] , and an atom-photon quantum interface involving atom-photon entanglement has been realized [14] . More recently, the amplitude modulation in the photon emission on a single atom-cavity system has been studied theoretically [15] and experimentally [16] . In addition, photon-photon entanglement with a single trapped atom in a high-finesse optical cavity has been performed [17] .
In the present contribution, in view of the widespread applications of cavity-assisted single-photon sources, we study single-photon emission from a system consisting of two coupled atom-cavity subsystems in a cascaded configuration [18, 19] . The mode structure of the radiated photon strongly depends on the entanglement between the two intracavity fields and it sensitively depends on the presence or absence of an atom in the second cavity. We show how the entanglement of the intracavity fields can be experimentally determined.
The system under study consists of two atom-cavity subsystems A and B, where the source subsystem A is cascaded with the target subsystem B, cf. Fig. 1 . The cavities have three perfectly reflecting mirrors and one mirror with transmission coefficient T ≪ 1. In the two subsystems A and B we consider a two-level atomic transition of frequency ω k (related to the atomic energy eigenstates |1 k and |0 k ) coupled to a cavity mode of frequency ω photon can be spontaneously emitted out the side of the cavity into modes other than the one which is preferentially coupled to the resonator. Moreover, the photon may be absorbed or scattered by the cavity mirrors.
To describe the dynamics of the system we use the following master equation for the reduced density operator ρ(t) of the system:
The Hamiltonian is given bŷ
whereĤ A andĤ B describe the atom-cavity interaction in the two subsystems A and B, respectively, and, in the rotating-wave approximation, are given bŷ
andĤ
The third term in Eq. (2) describes the coupling between the two cavities [18, 19] . In these expressions,â (â † ) and b (b † ) are the annihilation (creation) operators for the cavity fields A and B, respectively. We have also defined
In addition, g k is the atom-cavity coupling constant and κ k the cavity bandwidth, and the phase φ is related to the spatial separation between the source and the target, cf. [20] . The jump operatorsĴ i are defined bŷ
which describes photon emission by the cavities;
are associated with photon absorption or scattering by the cavity mirrors; and
are related to spontaneous emission by the atoms. Here κ ′ k and Γ k are the cavity mirrors' absorption (or scattering) rate and the spontaneous emission rate of the two-level atom, respectively. Note that the operatorĴ 1 contains the superposition of the two fields radiated by the two cavities, due to the fact that the radiated photon cannot be associated with photon emission from either A or B separately.
To evaluate the time evolution of the system we use a quantum trajectory approach [20, 21, 22] . Let us consider the system prepared at time t 0 = 0 in the state |a ≡ |1, 0, 0, 0 , which denotes the atom A in the state |1 a , the cavity A in the vacuum state, the atom B in the state |0 b , and the cavity B in the vacuum state. Similarly, we define |b ≡ |0, 1, 0, 0 , |c ≡ |0, 0, 1, 0 , |d ≡ |0, 0, 0, 1 , and |e ≡ |0, 0, 0, 0 . To determine the state vector of the system at a later time t, assuming that no jump has occurred between time t 0 and t, we have to solve the nonunitary Schrödinger equation
whereĤ ′ is the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian given bŷ
where we have defined
If no jump has occurred between time t 0 and t, the system evolves via Eq. (8) into the unnormalized state |ψ no (t) = α(t)|a + β(t)|b + γ(t)|c + δ(t)|d . (10) The evolution governed by the nonunitary Schrödinger equation (8) is randomly interrupted by one of the five kinds of jumpsĴ i , cf. Eqs. (5)-(7) . If a jump has occurred at time t J , t J ∈ (t 0 , t], the wave vector is found collapsed into the state |e due to the action of one of the jump operatorsĴ
In the problem under study we may have only one jump.
Once the system collapses into the state |e , the nonunitary Schrödinger equation (8) lets it remain unchanged. The density operatorρ(t) is then obtained by performing an ensemble average over the different trajectories at time t, yielding the statistical mixturê
where
In order to determine α(t), β(t), γ(t), and δ(t), we have to solve the nonunitary Schrödinger equation, cf. Eqs. (8) and (9), which leads to the inhomogeneous system of differential equations
For the initial conditions α(0) = 1, β(0) = 0, γ(0) = 0, and δ(0) = 0, and defining
we get, similarly as done in [23] , the solutions
Here we have defined,
and
where Υ = (K a −K b +Γ a −Γ b )/4 and Λ = (∆ a −∆ b )/2. In the case of equal parameters for the two subsystems A and B, the solutions for γ(t) and δ(t) simplify to
In the system under study, because only one atom is initially excited, the two intracavity fields constitute a pair of entangled qubits, for a detailed discussion of single-particle entanglement, see [24] . An appropriate measure of the entanglement for a two-qubit system is the concurrence [25] . To derive an expression for the concurrence between the two intracavity fields we consider the density operator obtained by tracing over the atomic states for the two subsystems,ρ cav (t) = Tr at [ρ(t)]. It is easy to show, following Ref. [25] , that the concurrence between the two intracavity fields is given by
Note that for equal parameters for the two subsystems, and for g ≫ K, Γ, ∆, the concurrence is given by
. Following [26, 27] , we consider a photon in the mode ξ i , the mode escaping from the cavities and going to the photodiode PD. It is described by the normalized function ξ i (t) of amplitude envelope ζ i (t) and phase φ i (t),
When a photon is in the mode ξ i , whose amplitude envelope ζ i (t) does not change significantly in the detection time resolution T , the response probability of the detector of quantum efficiency η within a time interval [t − T /2, t + T /2] is given by [15] 
Here p rad (∞) = lim t→∞ p rad (t), where the function p rad (t) represents the probability that a photon is radiated by the cascaded system in the time interval [0, t], which reads as Since δ(t) contains an overall factor e iφ , cf. Eqs. (15) and (16), the phase φ is irrelevant in Eq. (23) .
The probability to measure between time t − T /2 and t+T /2 a "click" at the detector is equal to the probability to have a jumpĴ 1 in the same time interval, so that using Eq. (5), we get
Comparing this with Eq. (22) we obtain Let us now analyze in more details the term 2Re[β * (t)δ(t)e −iφ ] in Eq. (25) . Writing β(t) = |β(t)|e iφ β (t) and δ(t) = e iφ |δ(t)|e iφ δ (t) , yields
where C[ρ cav (t)] is the concurrence between the two intracavity fields, cf. Eq. (20) . In this respect, Eq. (25) clearly shows that the mode structure of the radiated field depends not only on the two intracavity fields, i.e. |β(t)| 2 and |δ(t)| 2 , but also on the entanglement established between them. This represents an interference between the possibility to have the photon in one or in the other cavity. For equal parameters for the two subsystems, and for g ≫ K, Γ, ∆, one obtains the relation
In this case the concurrence can be experimentally derived by using the combination of two measurements. The first one, by using only cavity A, gives |β(t)|, via the relation P ′ D (t) = ηκT |β(t)| 2 , cf. [15] . The second measurement, by using both cavities, gives |δ(t)| via the relation
2 . Knowing |β(t)| and |δ(t)|, the concurrence is obtained from Eq. (20) . In Fig. 2 we show the term 2Re[β * (t)δ(t)e −iφ ] under conditions when it represents the negative concurrence according to Eq. (27) . We also show the case when no atom is present in the second cavity. In both cases the entanglement between the two intracavity fields gives a significant contribution to the mode structure of the radiated photon, cf. Eq. (25).
The amplitude envelope for the mode of the radiated field is shown in Fig. 3 , for equal parameters of the two subsystems and for the case when no atom is present in the second cavity. The case when the subsystem B is absent, i.e. for K b = 0, is also shown, reproducing the result obtained in [15] . The shown mode structures carring the entanglement signature could be realized and observed by extending the experimental setup described in [16] . By measuring the arrival time distribution of the photon radiated from a system with equal cavity parameters, one may determine the full dynamics of the concurrence and hence the entanglement dynamics of the two intracavity fields in the strong coupling regime. This regime has been realized in recent experiments [14, 28] .
In conclusion, the dynamics of a system consisting of two atom-cavity subsystems has been analyzed under realistic conditions with losses. For properly chosen parameters, the mode function of the single photon escaping from the cavities reflects the full dynamics of the concurrence of the two intracavity fields, while they continue to interact with the two atoms. This allows one to detect the entanglement dynamics of two cavity fields, and may be useful for transferring the information on entanglement by a single photon over a large distance.
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